The paper deals with a power charger capable of quick simultaneous charging of several unevenly discharged batteries. The charger is designed for use in conjunction with a recently developed power-assist wheelchair composed of two armrest modules associated with wheels-each with its own motor, driver and battery. Uneven discharge of the batteries is very possible in this application. Taking into account the charging power and energy comparable with the most powerful household electrical devices, the refreshing of these batteries and integration of the entire power supply chain into the household grid become a topical and challenging task. Solving of this task requires a special charger that has several channels and can unevenly apply charging power to these channels. At the same time, the charger must not generate current harmonics or reactive power, must operate with good efficiency and satisfy size constraints. In the given research, a configuration of several interleaved isolated single-ended primary-inductor converters is studied. The synthesized mathematical model of the proposed charger provides data about its static and dynamic characteristics while its experimental investigation focuses on operation details (power losses, control features etc.). The obtained results prove that the proposed concept complies with the above-mentioned requirements and can be applied in the discussed application.
Introduction
Sustainable and efficient energy supply is equally important to larger and smaller objects: Energy consumers or energy prosumers. On the other hand, the influence of energy supply in many cases is not purely technical or economical, but also social. In some cases, this social influence is even more important than its technical benefits. Below, an example of such an application of significant social importance, an energy supply system for a power-assist wheelchair, is discussed. At the same time, nowadays, advanced power electronic converters are widely used as functional tools to form a sustainable and efficient energy supply. In the considered application, an extended version of power single-ended primary-inductor converter (SEPIC) topology in conjunction with wise power flow control and optimization provides quick and balanced charging of the wheelchair batteries.
According to a report of the World Health Organization (WHO) one third of a billion elderly and disabled persons have mobility problems [1] . Many of these persons are highly motivated to improve their mobility combining electrical powering of their wheelchairs with muscle powering thus ensuring their own maximal feasible participation in daily life (i.e., assuming the use of power-assist wheelchairs).
as well as with a torque-sensing-amplifying system to more flexibly define the movement reference. The wheelchairs of this group are not as heavy as the electric-powered wheelchairs, they are more portable, but may be even more expensive [7] . The main advantage of the power-assist wheelchairs is their capability of combining the electrically-produced and manually-provided torque. Finally, one more kind of electric-powered wheelchairs are regarded as smart wheelchairs. Their main feature is a decision-making system that turn these wheelchairs into autonomous robotic vehicles.
limb) and paraplegia (dysfunction of two limbs) are capable of continuous muscle powering of their wheelchairs. Other wheelchair users (subgroup 1b) can do it only temporarily but can continuously use direct set-point defining tools, for example, joysticks. Finally, there are such users, typically with tetraplegia, who neither can continuously power the wheelchairs nor control them directly (subgroup 1c). As it can be seen, the evaluated external power demand of the users of different categories may also be very different. Moreover, this demand may vary over the time in the case of progressive disability and successful rehabilitation.
Actual demand in external power is influenced by one more factor, namely, wish and motivation to use as much own muscle power as possible. The analysis of the world wide [1] , US [2] and European [3] reports on disability show that there exists significant numbers of highly motivated persons amongst all categories of wheelchair users. It means that, although the parameters of a power-assist wheelchair has to be calculated for the highest intensity of assistance and for the heaviest user, they can be reduced for others. At the same time, the cost effectiveness requires that the same design of the wheelchair be used with a wide range of power of electrical subsystem, thus providing the reduction of price for versions with reduced power. Even a brief analysis of the above-described groups of the wheelchairs shows that their common feature is a rigid (fixed) configuration. While the power adaptation at high cost is more or less implemented in the power-assist wheelchairs, control adaptation in usually not considered. For this reason, currently available wheelchairs are not easy adoptable for needs of a particular user. This is very important in certain cases, for example, in the case of progressive and reducing disability. This makes them more expensive and, therefore, less available than they could be in the case of careful fit to particular needs. Trying to fix this problem and fulfill the corresponding societal request in an inexpensive smart device for disabled people the authors of this work proposed a concept of a cost-effective adoptable and hardware-reconfigurable power-assist wheelchair.
Concept of a Cost-Effective Adoptable Power-Assist Wheelchair
The main idea of the proposed concept is integration of the power electrical equipment (scalable electrical motor-generator, its electronic driver, battery, its balancing-management system and charger), control and measurement hardware (sensor networks, motion reference devices, machine-human feedbacks and decision-making unit), as well as information technologies in a single versatile and expandable hardware platform. The concept has been briefly described in [8] , its control subsystem-in [9] , electrical subsystem-in [10] , but more details about its scalable motor-generator-in [11] . Below, this concept is described briefly in order to introduce the electrical/mechanical requirements of the charger.
As presented in Figure 2 , the wheelchair consists of two armrest modules (left and right) connected by a flexible seat and backrest, which makes the design itself flexible and compatible with the existing technologies of wheelchair manufacturing (that reduce the price). In the same time, this flexibility does not allow storage of the charger under the seat or behind the backrest. Therefore, one of the armrest modules must have also a compartment for the charger, while the other may use the corresponding room to locate the decision-making unit. Each of the armrest modules is also equipped with its own electrical drive and battery. The control elements, sensors and machine-to-human feedbacks are distributed between the armrest modules and located on them in proper places. In cruise configuration (on the move), the modules have no power electrical link between them-only communications between them are available. It is assumed that in still configuration (when the wheelchair is deployed but does not move) the charger is connected to the supply network and batteries without its physical removal from the compartment. This defines the dimensions of the charger (equal to a compartment 
Electrical Parameters of the Charger
The electrical parameters of the charger follow from those of the utilized batteries. General considerations on battery selection have been stated in [9] , while more detailed analysis of battery configuration in the context of energy efficiency-in [12] . Below these considerations are repeated briefly.
Analysis of battery technologies lead to the choice of Li-ion and lithium iron phosphate technology for the battery pack. Additionally, in the case of a laboratory prototype, the use of popular size type 18650 seems reasonable, because it allows utilization of a variety of battery types and combinations.
The choice of the battery voltage is determined by two principles: 1) Higher voltage leads to lower power losses in the electrical equipment; 2) safety considerations limit the rated voltage of the battery at the level of 24 V. Taking into account that the rated voltage of one cell is 3.6 V (that corresponds to minimal voltage of 2.5 V and maximal of 4 V), the required number of cells in series is 7.
The calculation of parallel branches on the battery is more complicated-it requires calculation of power of the wheelchair and battery capacity. They can be calculated based on the basic wheelchair operation parameters (cruise speed and operation time and range) defined in the worldwide [13] , European [14] and national [15] standards, as well as taking into account reasonable mass of the wheelchair and its user.
The cruise power can be defined as a product
of cruise speed v and rolling resistance Ft, where the last parameter can be found as
assuming N is the force vertically affecting the mass (gravitation), R-radius of the wheel and fcoefficient of rolling resistance, which depends on the materials of the surface and wheel. Taking into account the definition of gravitation force mg, the number of wheels Nw, as well as assuming that the mass of the wheelchair is m Equation (2) can be transformed to Figure 2 . Configurable wheelchair and parts of its electrical subsystem: 1-Electrical motor-generator and its electronic driver (1A-rotor, 1B-stator parts), 2-batteries and the corresponding Battery Management Systems (BMS), 3-charger (3A-charger, 3B-its compartment.
The choice of the battery voltage is determined by two principles: (1) Higher voltage leads to lower power losses in the electrical equipment; (2) safety considerations limit the rated voltage of the battery at the level of 24 V. Taking into account that the rated voltage of one cell is 3.6 V (that corresponds to minimal voltage of 2.5 V and maximal of 4 V), the required number of cells in series is 7.
of cruise speed v and rolling resistance F t , where the last parameter can be found as
assuming N is the force vertically affecting the mass (gravitation), R-radius of the wheel and f -coefficient of rolling resistance, which depends on the materials of the surface and wheel. Taking into account the definition of gravitation force mg, the number of wheels N w , as well as assuming that the mass of the wheelchair is m Equation (2) can be transformed to Finally, taking into account the operation time, maximal speed and distribution between the maximal and cruise speed, as well as the efficiency of battery charge/discharge η B produces the following formula for battery capacity in [Wh] :
Applying the parameters from Table 1 in Equations (1)- (4), taking into account that there are two armrest modules and two batteries, as well as considering service functions it is possible to define the structure of the battery as 7S4P and bring forward the following list of requirements to the charger:
1.
Charger shall be able to simultaneously charge two battery packs. 2.
Battery shall be charged using Constant Current -Constant Voltage (CC-CV) charging mode. 3.
During CC charging, the charger shall be able to provide at least 12 A current for a single battery pack.
4.
During CV charging, the charger shall be able to charge battery pack to 29.4 V (or 7 Li-Ion cells with rated voltage 4.2V each).
5.
Maximal charging power is 400 W per channel. 6.
Charger shall stop charging once the charging current drops below 10% of the initially set current value. 7.
Charger shall be able to start charging if the battery voltage is below 14 V. 8.
Charger shall be able to communicate with the battery pack. 9.
Battery pack shall provide information about charging current to the charger. 10. Battery pack shall be able to stop charging via communication. 11. Charger shall be designed to be able to be installed inside wheelchair's side box. 12. Charger shall be designed in such a manner that the user shall be able to easily remove the charger from the wheelchair. 13. The charger shall be designed to provide on-board and off-board charging. 14. For on-board charging, there shall be a dedicated port to charge one battery pack that is in the same side box, while another port shall be used to connect a cable to the other side box where the other battery is located. 15. For off-board charging, there shall be two special ports on the charger. These special ports shall be used to plug in both batteries. 16. Charger shall have a standard cable to connect to an electrical grid. 17. Charger shall conform to relevant EU directives/regulations and Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) requirements, in particular, the alternating supply voltage (AC) is 250 V ±15%. 18. The shape of the charger shall be a rectangular prism. The main limiting dimension is height-max 40 mm. Charger shall lay flat when removed from the side box. Development of a single channel charger with direct voltage (DC) supply is generally not a complicated task. It can be constructed based on a classical DC chopper or on a more sophisticated schematic likeĆuk, SEPIC or ZETA converters. However, it makes sense only in the context of DC grids. Then, safety requirements can be achieved with the help of a high-frequency transformer while separate battery blocks can be charged through their own module [16, 17] . However, due to the dominance of AC supply networks, this approach is only a limited practical application possibility. The complete AC-supplied system requires also a power factor correction (PFC) stage to improve the quality of the current taken from the grid. At the same time, the presence of PFC does not allow the use of individual chargers for each battery, which would be too expensive. For this reason, the use of two-stage AC/DC converters is now often considered in the variety of battery interfacing applications [18] . These typically feature a power factor pre-regulator (PFP) stage that is followed by an isolated DC/DC stage [19, 20] , where each stage can achieve high maximum efficiencies.
In the given application, there are restrictions on the final height of the converter (about 35 mm) and the area available for magnetic components. This promotes the use of an interleaved structure and to realize a converter with several parallel-connected cells that incorporate components with smaller height and physical size. A multi-channel converter structure is also advantageous, for example, in the case of one-sided paraplegia of the wheelchair user one of two drive modules is more loaded and its batteries may discharge much quicker. In such a case, to achieve the full charge of the batteries simultaneously, one of the batteries must be charged more intensively.
The mentioned requirements can be realized separately on the basis of various converter topologies. For instance, the two-cell charger, in a general case, consists of a rectifier, a boost converter as PFC, DC-link capacitor, two isolated step-down converters and a charge balancing circuit as shown in Figure 3a . At the same time, such a system has a high number of components, which perform only one function. This may lead to large dimensions of the charger, not enough efficiency at some operating points, as well as higher cost [20] .
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The drawback can be attributed to voltage and rms (root-mean square) current stresses on semiconductors, which are higher than the ones of the comparable boost-type topology. Interleaving can be used to reduce the stresses, improve the input current ripple and increase the power level [32] .
Proposed Charger Concept
A generalized non-isolated SEPIC topology is shown in Figure 4a . The substitution of inductor L2 with a transformer, as shown in Figure 4b , allows the implementation of almost all charger requirements simultaneously and is proposed as a basic charger cell [33] .
The hypothesis of this research assumes that the charger, fulfilling the above listed requirements, may consist of several (N), parallel-connected SEPIC cells, supplied from the utility grid and connected to the same set of batteries. As many SEPIC cells as it is necessary can be applied to achieve good Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) and power factor (PF). Each of the SEPIC cells has the number of secondary windings, equal to the number of batteries, for example, two batteries require two windings in each SEPIC cell. In the example, corresponding to the considered wheelchair application, the SEPIC cells have two secondary windings, which are connected to two batteries. Potentially, in the case of an expandable sectional battery, the number of the parallel outputs may be increased to supply each battery section. In the configuration, presented in Figure 5 , each battery is connected to the dedicated secondary winding of each SEPIC cells that links the entire charge current to the less charged battery with lower voltage.
Significant current ripples of each particular SEPIC cell, due to the interleaving, compensate each other so that the ripples of current in the utility grid are low, as shown in Figure 6 . It means that the SEPIC cells operate with the same duty cycle γ and produce pulse sequences shifted by T/N, where T is switching period, N is a number of SEPIC cells.
The proposed solution may not be the most optimal one from the point of view of component count, simplicity of the circuit and efficiency. However, it must be taken into account that the contribution of the charger in the total price of the wheelchair set is 10%-12%. At the same time, there are some features influencing the price of the converter. Firstly, an inductor in the input allows omitting of the input filter or simplifying it. Secondly, various integrated SEPIC solutions potentially reduce the price of the charger keeping the proposed configuration. Finally, the proposed configuration of the charger helps to reduce the total price of the wheelchair set indirectly. Its multi-channel configuration is compatible with modularity of electrical and control subsystems of the wheelchair, that significantly reduces the price in the case of simplified configurations with light assistance level. The multi-channel configuration allows it to be made flatter and easily installable into the armrest module of the wheelchair. It corresponds to the structure with two hard armrest modules and a flexible seat/back, allowing the use of traditional wheelchair assembling technology, while also reducing the price. Another approach involves the application of converters that satisfy the application requirements with a reduced number of stages. To achieve this, a variety of isolated PFC converters have been proposed: Combining a transistor bridge, push-pool and buck stages [21] ; combining a transistor bridge and auxiliary fly-back converter [22] ; based on a three-level topology [23] ; based on isolated boost [24] , fly-back [25] , SEPIC andĆuk [26, 27] , as well as based on a current-source converter [28] . For the current case study, it is beneficial to use isolated converters with a low component count, that allow for correcting the input current shape without a DC-link capacitor and preferably provide a natural charge balancing between batteries. Therefore, among the existing solutions, the PFC converters with the input inductor for easy input current shaping (boost,Ćuk and SEPIC) are more attractive. The isolated boost converter is not ideally suited, as it has high voltage stress on power devices or high input current distortion, dependent on the operation mode [29] . IsolatedĆuk converters possesses additional resonance, caused by magnetizing inductance of the transformer, that may form a major problem [30] . Unlike the other two converters, in SEPIC, the inductor can be replaced by a transformer without a significant increase in its dimensions [31] . Reference [32] proposes to use interleaved SEPIC topology to decrease switching power losses with high quality input current. Such a configuration allows a significantly reduced number of elements and volume of the charging system- Figure 3b .
Therefore, SEPIC operating in discontinuous conduction mode (DCM) [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] offers a number of advantages:
• It operates as a voltage follower, meaning that the input current naturally follows the input voltage and a current control loop can be omitted; • galvanic isolation can be easily implemented and several isolated outputs provided; • the input current ripple is constant (assuming interleaving) and defined during the design stage; • can operate as step-up or step-down converter • Zero-Voltage Switching (ZVS) of the primary transistor and Zero-Current Switching (ZCS) of the output diode is provided.
A generalized non-isolated SEPIC topology is shown in Figure 4a . The substitution of inductor L2 with a transformer, as shown in Figure 4b , allows the implementation of almost all charger requirements simultaneously and is proposed as a basic charger cell [33] . The hypothesis of this research assumes that the charger, fulfilling the above listed requirements, may consist of several (N), parallel-connected SEPIC cells, supplied from the utility grid and connected to the same set of batteries. As many SEPIC cells as it is necessary can be applied to achieve good Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) and power factor (PF). Each of the SEPIC cells has the number of secondary windings, equal to the number of batteries, for example, two batteries require two windings in each SEPIC cell. In the example, corresponding to the considered wheelchair application, the SEPIC cells have two secondary windings, which are connected to two batteries. Potentially, in the case of an expandable sectional battery, the number of the parallel outputs may be increased to supply each battery section. In the configuration, presented in Figure 5 , each battery is connected to the dedicated secondary winding of each SEPIC cells that links the entire charge current to the less charged battery with lower voltage. Significant current ripples of each particular SEPIC cell, due to the interleaving, compensate each other so that the ripples of current in the utility grid are low, as shown in Figure 6 . It means that the SEPIC cells operate with the same duty cycle γ and produce pulse sequences shifted by T/N, where T is switching period, N is a number of SEPIC cells.
The proposed solution may not be the most optimal one from the point of view of component count, simplicity of the circuit and efficiency. However, it must be taken into account that the contribution of the charger in the total price of the wheelchair set is 10%-12%. At the same time, there are some features influencing the price of the converter. Firstly, an inductor in the input allows omitting of the input filter or simplifying it. Secondly, various integrated SEPIC solutions potentially reduce the price of the charger keeping the proposed configuration. Finally, the proposed configuration of the charger helps to reduce the total price of the wheelchair set indirectly. Its multi-channel configuration is compatible with modularity of electrical and control subsystems of the wheelchair, that significantly reduces the price in the case of simplified configurations with light assistance level. The multi-channel configuration allows it to be made flatter and easily installable into the armrest module of the wheelchair. It corresponds to the structure with two hard armrest modules and a flexible seat/back, allowing the use of traditional wheelchair assembling technology, while also reducing the price. The first objective is to evaluate the number of SEPIC cells (N), required for sufficiently low (<10%) or acceptable (<20%) level of input current ripples. Reference [34] shows how the input current ripples depend on the number of parallel SEPIC cells N and duty cycle γ (Figure 7 ). At N = 2, sufficiently small ripples are reached only near γ = 0.5. At N = 3, small ripples are obtained at 0.33 ≤ γ ≤ 0.66. In a general case, when N = k cells, it can be approximately defined as 1/k ≤ γ ≤ 1-1/k. Also, it must be taken into account that lower switch overvoltage and losses requires 0 < γ < 0.5. At the same time, practical implementation of the control system in an embedded microcontroller system, requires some duty cycle margins for stable functioning of Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) interrupt service routines (of about 0.1…0.2). This forms an optimal operating area of each SEPIC cell, emphasized in Figure 7 as a green rectangle. As it can be found from this figure, keeping operation in the optimal area requires the use of at least four SEPIC cells (N = 4) .
The proposed charger topology with two secondary windings per each SEPIC cell also provides isolation of cells and natural charge balancing. The natural balancing is achieved due to magnetic links of both batteries to the primary (active) part of each converter. For this reason, if the state of charge of batteries is different, the charge path appears firstly for the battery with the lower state of The first objective is to evaluate the number of SEPIC cells (N), required for sufficiently low (<10%) or acceptable (<20%) level of input current ripples. Reference [34] shows how the input current ripples depend on the number of parallel SEPIC cells N and duty cycle γ (Figure 7 ). At N = 2, sufficiently small ripples are reached only near γ = 0.5. At N = 3, small ripples are obtained at 0.33 ≤ γ ≤ 0.66. In a general case, when N = k cells, it can be approximately defined as 1/k ≤ γ ≤ 1-1/k. Also, it must be taken into account that lower switch overvoltage and losses requires 0 < γ < 0.5. At the same time, practical implementation of the control system in an embedded microcontroller system, requires some duty cycle margins for stable functioning of Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) interrupt service routines (of about 0.1 . . . 0.2). This forms an optimal operating area of each SEPIC cell, emphasized in Figure 7 as a green rectangle. As it can be found from this figure, keeping operation in the optimal area requires the use of at least four SEPIC cells (N = 4). The first objective is to evaluate the number of SEPIC cells (N), required for sufficiently low (<10%) or acceptable (<20%) level of input current ripples. Reference [34] shows how the input current ripples depend on the number of parallel SEPIC cells N and duty cycle γ (Figure 7) . At N = 2, sufficiently small ripples are reached only near γ = 0. The proposed charger topology with two secondary windings per each SEPIC cell also provides isolation of cells and natural charge balancing. The natural balancing is achieved due to magnetic links of both batteries to the primary (active) part of each converter. For this reason, if the state of charge of batteries is different, the charge path appears firstly for the battery with the lower state of charge and only after its charge levelling does the second battery also start to accept current, as shown in Figure 8 . 
Charger Control Strategy
PFC converters operating in continuous conduction mode (CCM) need quite sophisticated control systems with three control loops and three feedbacks as shown in Figure 9a : Input voltage feedback, input current feedback and output voltage feedback. On the other hand, the PFC converter operating in discontinuous (DCM) or boundary conduction mode (BCM) needs only an output voltage control loop, as shown in Figure 9c . Therefore, the preferable operating mode of each SEPIC cell is boundary (BCM) or discontinuous conduction mode (DCM). Sine shape of input current, in this case, is achieved with a constant duty cycle (γ = const) [34] , that simplifies the control system significantly [30] . Hence, the proposed control for the modular converter is based on forming N channel PWM sequences with constant duty cycle γ, each of them shifted by angle φ = 2πk/N, where k is cell number. Output power is regulated proportionally to the duty cycle γ. 
PFC converters operating in continuous conduction mode (CCM) need quite sophisticated control systems with three control loops and three feedbacks as shown in Figure 9a : Input voltage feedback, input current feedback and output voltage feedback. On the other hand, the PFC converter operating in discontinuous (DCM) or boundary conduction mode (BCM) needs only an output voltage control loop, as shown in Figure 9c . Therefore, the preferable operating mode of each SEPIC cell is boundary (BCM) or discontinuous conduction mode (DCM). Sine shape of input current, in this case, is achieved with a constant duty cycle (γ = const) [34] , that simplifies the control system significantly [30] . Hence, the proposed control for the modular converter is based on forming N channel PWM sequences with constant duty cycle γ, each of them shifted by angle ϕ = 2πk/N, where k is cell number. Output power is regulated proportionally to the duty cycle γ. The proposed control system calculates constant duty cycle for particular values of output voltage and desirable charge current. The control system should avoid operation in CCM. The difference between continuous and discontinuous mode may be easily detected when analyzing secondary voltage, see Figure 9b for CCM and Figure 9d for DCM. The discontinuous mode takes place if there are zero-voltage crossings while the transistor of the converter is off. The discontinuous mode detector, therefore, may be implemented based on the circuit containing a resistor and Zener diode.
Parameter Calculation and Component Selection
The charger is calculated for input voltage U in = 230 V ±15%, output power P = 400 W, and maximum switching frequency f max = 70 kHz. Output voltage U out is not constant and may vary in the range 14 . . . .32 V. According to the restrictions mentioned above (Figure 7) , the maximum duty cycle is equal to γ max = 0.5 and corresponds to the maximum output voltage U out_max .
This limitation allows calculating the transformer ratio n:
where ∆U add is the voltage drop on the output rectifier D 1 .
The minimum duty cycle γ min will take place at the maximum input U in_max and the minimum output voltage U out_min .
Average current of one SEPIC cell in boundary mode I d_cell :
where k f is the form factor. For sine voltage, k f = 1.11. Also, the tentative charger efficiency is η = 0.9. Then the maximum current of a SEPIC cell I max_cell can be found as:
Value I max_cell is equal to maximum current of transistor T 1 . Inductance L with current I max_cell limitation is calculated as:
where t on is the time interval when transistor T 1 is on. For maximal frequency f max = 70 kHz duty cycle is also at maximal value: γ max = 0.5. Therefore, t on = 0.5/f max = 7.1 µs and L 1 = 1.644 mH. The inductance of the primary winding L TF1 of the transformer TF is calculated based on the ratio that improves the shape of the input current of the converter:
The value of the capacitor C 1 calculated for voltage ripple ∆U c1 = 15 V (<5%): By applying the desired charger parameters and constraints from Section 1.3 to Equations (5)-(11), the parameters of charger cell components are derived and listed in Table 2 . According to the charging requirements, the charging from 14 V to 32 V may be provided using three different operating modes: Constant output power, constant output current, constant output voltage and their combination.
The constant power mode is achieved with t on = constant, and varying duty cycle γ, which can be provided with pulse frequency modulation (PFM). The minimal operating frequency f min is:
The constant output voltage and current modes are provided with a more complicated modulation method, having varying t on and γ parameters.
The converter control algorithm has to simultaneously work in the specified mode (constant power, voltage) and preferably operate in the boundary conduction mode (BCM), since the current shape shown in Figure 10a delivers maximum power factor, efficiency and minimum component stresses. Whereas in continuous mode, the input current shape is distorted significantly, therefore this mode should be avoided [26] . The DCM shown in Figure 10b is permitted, but the duration of zero current interval γ z should be minimized to increase performance. A negative impact of zero current interval γz is mainly related to the increase of output circuit losses, additional overvoltage of input transistor (T1) and reduction of the power factor. Output circuit losses Pos are mostly defined by synchronous transistor (if used) on-state resistance rTs, that are increased with γz:
The steady-state voltage across the input transistor UT1 is also sensitive to the γz interval and defined as follows: A negative impact of zero current interval γ z is mainly related to the increase of output circuit losses, additional overvoltage of input transistor (T1) and reduction of the power factor. Output circuit losses P os are mostly defined by synchronous transistor (if used) on-state resistance r Ts , that are increased with γ z :
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The steady-state voltage across the input transistor U T1 is also sensitive to the γ z interval and defined as follows:
The relative overvoltage U T1 * that is estimated as a ratio between the overvoltage with zero interval U T1 (γ z ) and without it U T1 (0), U T1 * = U T1 (γ z )/U T1 (0), is depicted in Figure 11a . Power factor value dependence on the duty cycle γ and cell number N in the BCM is shown in Figure 11b . As observed, for N = 4 in BCM, the power factor exceeds 0.99, which corresponds to the PFC requirements. A negative impact of zero current interval γz is mainly related to the increase of output circuit losses, additional overvoltage of input transistor (T1) and reduction of the power factor. Output circuit losses Pos are mostly defined by synchronous transistor (if used) on-state resistance rTs, that are increased with γz:
The steady-state voltage across the input transistor UT1 is also sensitive to the γz interval and defined as follows:
(a) (b) With zero current interval γ z , the PF is reduced, as shown in Figure 12 . For the N = 2 case, the power factor has the values in range (0.92; 0.999) and for N = 4 case, in range (0.97; 0.999). Since charging starts from minimal battery voltage U o_min that corresponds to the duty cycle γ min and finishes with maximum battery voltage U o_max and duty cycle γ max , the input current quality parameters PF and THD are varied during the charging. The average values PF _av and THD _av shown in Table 3 are estimated for different battery charging conditions and zero current interval duration γ z . As it can be found from this table, the proposed converter fits the 15% THD requirement of International Electro-technical Commission (IEC) 61000-3-2 standard for Class A/D electrical equipment. The relative overvoltage UT1 * that is estimated as a ratio between the overvoltage with zero interval UT1(γz) and without it UT1(0), UT1 * = UT1(γz) / UT1(0), is depicted in Figure 11(a) . Power factor value dependence on the duty cycle γ and cell number N in the BCM is shown in Figure 11(b) . As observed, for N = 4 in BCM, the power factor exceeds 0.99, which corresponds to the PFC requirements. It should be noted, that in the constant voltage mode (close to the end of charging process), the output power is decreased and tends to zero, as a result Equation (9), that determines t on interval for BCM, tends to zero as well. This makes the operating frequency f tend to infinity, as shown in Figure 13a . Therefore, in the practical application, it is necessary to limit the operating frequency to the value f max , which is possible with the introduction of γ z . As observed in Figure 13b ,c, the BCM for certain average current value I av is provided with a shorter period duration T BCM than in the T DCM , T BCM < T DCM , hence DCM may be effectively used for frequency limitation in constant voltage charging mode. 
Evaluation Methods and Results
The above described idea of balanced charging current distribution between battery packs in conjunction with simultaneous PFC, based on multi-cell SEPIC topology has been verified by means of simulation, as well as experimentally. The conditions of the evaluation and the corresponding results are presented in the following sections.
Simulation
In order to verify the proposed concept of the charger and its control strategy, a PSIM 11 model of the proposed converter concept has been created. The parameters of the model have been defined in accordance with the values derived in the previous section. The differently pre-charged capacitors with inner resistance Rcap = 0.1 Ohm were applied instead of batteries during the simulation in order to speed up calculation process and representation of the data. Particular features of the model are the minimal required cell number (N = 2) with two secondary windings for each SEPIC cell, so that the model shown in Figure 14 (a) corresponds to the charger concept, presented in Figure 5 . 
Evaluation Methods and Results
Simulation
In order to verify the proposed concept of the charger and its control strategy, a PSIM 11 model of the proposed converter concept has been created. The parameters of the model have been defined in accordance with the values derived in the previous section. The differently pre-charged capacitors with inner resistance R cap = 0.1 Ohm were applied instead of batteries during the simulation in order to speed up calculation process and representation of the data. Particular features of the model are the minimal required cell number (N = 2) with two secondary windings for each SEPIC cell, so that the model shown in Figure 14a corresponds to the charger concept, presented in Figure 5 . Figure 14(a) corresponds to the charger concept, presented in Figure 5 . The model of the two-cell converter additionally contained two voltage sources Gen1 and Gen2 that created initial voltages at the cell outputs. The control system consisted of two sawtooth-wave voltage sources S1 and S2, which were connected via AND gate to comparator DA1, allowing the generation of a PWM signal with a smooth increase of duty cycle γ from zero to nominal value. Time delay block "Delay" created a half-period delay for transistor of the second cell. The charging process was stopped when output voltage measured with a resistive sensor exceeded the reference voltage Uref. The model of the two-cell converter additionally contained two voltage sources Gen1 and Gen2 that created initial voltages at the cell outputs. The control system consisted of two sawtooth-wave voltage sources S1 and S2, which were connected via AND gate to comparator DA1, allowing the generation of a PWM signal with a smooth increase of duty cycle γ from zero to nominal value. Time delay block "Delay" created a half-period delay for transistor of the second cell. The charging process was stopped when output voltage measured with a resistive sensor exceeded the reference voltage U ref .
The simulated input current and voltage waveforms with γ = 0.5 are presented in Figure 15a ,b. As it can be seen, the input current was nearly sinusoidal with low distortion at switching frequency. At lower operating power (when batteries were almost charged) the γ should have been reduced, which strongly affected the input current shape, Figure 15b . As mentioned in the previous section, the input current distortion can be reduced by increasing the operating frequency. The input current with the frequency increased to 150 kHz is shown in Figure 15d , which allowed THD to be improved from 0.425 to 0.297. The simulated input current and voltage waveforms with γ = 0.5 are presented in Figure 15a and (b). As it can be seen, the input current was nearly sinusoidal with low distortion at switching frequency. At lower operating power (when batteries were almost charged) the γ should have been reduced, which strongly affected the input current shape, Figure 15b . As mentioned in the previous section, the input current distortion can be reduced by increasing the operating frequency. The input current with the frequency increased to 150 kHz is shown in Figure 15d , which allowed THD to be improved from 0.425 to 0.297. Figure 16a depicts operation with differently charged and separately connected batteries. The cell power mainly depended on duty cycle and input voltage, therefore even for different loads the output power was approximately equal. In Figure 16b a battery self-balancing feature is demonstrated. In this analysis the batteries were substituted with relatively large and differently pre-charged capacitances, as shown in Figure 14a , to reduce simulation effort. Similar behavior for actual batteries is expected. Firstly, only Battery 1 with smaller initial voltage was being charged, when battery voltages were balanced the batteries were starting to charge simultaneously. When Battery 2 started charging its current had a pulsed shape because of output voltage ripple and small battery internal resistance. Therefore, with positive voltage ripple when the output voltage exceeded the Battery 2 initial voltage, the current increase was relatively sharp, whereas with negative voltage ripple output current with the same speed aimed to zero. Finally, when the output voltage became equal to the initial Battery 2 voltage during the whole switching period, the output current started to have a smooth shape. The simulated input current and voltage waveforms with γ = 0.5 are presented in Figure 15a and (b). As it can be seen, the input current was nearly sinusoidal with low distortion at switching frequency. At lower operating power (when batteries were almost charged) the γ should have been reduced, which strongly affected the input current shape, Figure 15b . As mentioned in the previous section, the input current distortion can be reduced by increasing the operating frequency. The input current with the frequency increased to 150 kHz is shown in Figure 15d , which allowed THD to be improved from 0.425 to 0.297. 
Experimental Verification
In order to evaluate and verify the of operation of the charger, an experimental prototype of the converter with two SEPIC cells was built. The components of the prototype are briefly described in Table 4 . As in the case of simulation, the differently pre-charged capacitors were applied instead of batteries during the experiments in order to speed up the measurement processes. The photo of the charger is given in Figure 17 , while its parameters and components are listed in Table 3 . The control signal was applied to power transistors with 180 • phase shift and duty cycle ranging from 0 to 0.5. This was realized with microcontroller STM32F334 utilizing timer TIM3. The timer had a clock frequency of 72 MHz and formed the carrier frequency of 64 kHz. The channels were operating in "center aligned 3" mode, with the first one in PWM1 and the second one in PWM2 mode. By applying Capture-Compare Register (CCR) register values for corresponding timers equal to "duty_cycle" and "T -duty_cycle" (where T was the counter overflow value and "duty_cycle" was the numeric value of pulse width), the required 180 • phase shift was formed. To reduce the effect of transient processes at start-up, the soft-start was implemented with the ramp from 0 to "duty_cycle" within 700 ms.
The experimental input current and voltage waveforms are presented in Figure 18a ,b. The input current waveforms at different operating conditions are depicted in Figure 18c ,d. As observed, the characteristics were close to the simulated ones presented in the previous section. Figure 19 demonstrates the forming of continuous input current with reduced current ripple by two interleaved cells operating in DCM. The transistor and transformer currents and voltages over the switching period are shown in Figure 20a ,b, respectively. The overvoltage spike observed after turn-off caused by transformer leakage inductance was damped by RCD snubber to keep it within allowable limits of the chosen transistor. ripple output current with the same speed aimed to zero. Finally, when the output voltage became equal to the initial Battery 2 voltage during the whole switching period, the output current started to have a smooth shape.
In order to evaluate and verify the of operation of the charger, an experimental prototype of the converter with two SEPIC cells was built. The components of the prototype are briefly described in Table 4 . As in the case of simulation, the differently pre-charged capacitors were applied instead of batteries during the experiments in order to speed up the measurement processes. The photo of the charger is given in Figure 17 , while its parameters and components are listed in Table 3 . The control signal was applied to power transistors with 180° phase shift and duty cycle ranging from 0 to 0.5. This was realized with microcontroller STM32F334 utilizing timer TIM3. The timer had a clock frequency of 72 MHz and formed the carrier frequency of 64 kHz. The channels were operating in "center aligned 3" mode, with the first one in PWM1 and the second one in PWM2 mode. By applying Capture-Compare Register (CCR) register values for corresponding timers equal to "duty_cycle" and "T -duty_cycle" (where T was the counter overflow value and "duty_cycle" was the numeric value of pulse width), the required 180° phase shift was formed. To reduce the effect of transient processes at start-up, the soft-start was implemented with the ramp from 0 to "duty_cycle" within 700 ms. Figure 18(a) and (b) . The input current waveforms at different operating conditions are depicted in Figure 18 (c) and (d). As observed, the characteristics were close to the simulated ones presented in the previous section. Figure 19 demonstrates the forming of continuous input current with reduced current ripple by two interleaved cells operating in DCM. The transistor and transformer currents and voltages over the switching period are shown in Figure 20a ,b, respectively. The overvoltage spike observed after turnoff caused by transformer leakage inductance was damped by RCD snubber to keep it within allowable limits of the chosen transistor. Figure 21a demonstrates operation with differently charged and separately connected capacitors, while Figure 21b shows the balancing process. As it can be found from these figures, the converter behavior was in line with expected characteristics from the previous section.
Discussion, Conclusions and Considerations for Future Works
Despite the first impression of apparent simplicity, the considered problem-design and implementation of a double channel charger for cost-effective hardware-reconfigurable adaptive power-assist wheelchair can be regarded as a challenging one. The main factors that lead to this conclusion are various functional and technical constraints that have to be simultaneously addressed. Requirement of unity power factor and low harmonic distortion of the input current requires active current shaping with switched-mode converters. Size limitation in conjunction with limited cooling opportunities imposes constraints on the minimal system efficiency. At the same time, price Figure 21a demonstrates operation with differently charged and separately connected capacitors, while Figure 21b shows the balancing process. As it can be found from these figures, the converter behavior was in line with expected characteristics from the previous section. Figure 21a demonstrates operation with differently charged and separately connected capacitors, while Figure 21b shows the balancing process. As it can be found from these figures, the converter behavior was in line with expected characteristics from the previous section. 
Despite the first impression of apparent simplicity, the considered problem-design and implementation of a double channel charger for cost-effective hardware-reconfigurable adaptive power-assist wheelchair can be regarded as a challenging one. The main factors that lead to this conclusion are various functional and technical constraints that have to be simultaneously addressed. Requirement of unity power factor and low harmonic distortion of the input current requires active current shaping with switched-mode converters. Size limitation in conjunction with limited cooling opportunities imposes constraints on the minimal system efficiency. At the same time, price limitations and different initial state of the charge of battery packs instigates the use of relatively simple single-stage converter topologies with modular structure. The proposed charger concept has the capability to address these challenges:
1.
Single-stage SEPIC features relatively low component count and simple control; 2.
multi-cell configuration reduces the input current ripple, harmonic distortion and achieves unity power factor; 3.
natural charge balancing of batteries with different state of charge is provided; 4.
operation in boundary and discontinuous conduction modes simplifies the design and can provide sufficient conversion efficiency.
The proposed charger has been studied with the help of simulation and verified with a scaled laboratory prototype. The experimental operation was close to the estimated characteristics. The average efficiency of the converter prototype was around 82%. The relatively low efficiency can be explained by significant losses in the RCD snubber and rectifier diodes. The application of a regenerative snubber, which will be common for all the cells, together with a synchronous rectifier will be addressed in the following work. According to estimations the efficiency of the final system is expected to be in the range of 90%-92%. Another research direction would be the identification of the optimal operating characteristics (frequency, duty cycle) dependent on the operation mode from the point of view of input current quality and efficiency.
